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Aberdeen and surrounding area, Scotland:
potential CCS project and/or North Sea storage

Tomakomai, Japan:
sub-seabed CO2 storage demonstration

Studied areas seemed to tolerate,
if not support outright, CO2
storage-related activities…
Adapted from map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap, under ODbL.

Why?
Argyll, west Scotland:
QICS experimental CO2 release

Adapted from map tiles by Stamen Design, under CC BY 3.0. Data by OpenStreetMap, under ODbL.

What does this say (or not) about
society + CCS more widely?

Positive historical relations with operator and/or industry
In each of the research locations, there was a history of positive relations with the operator or with
industrial infrastructure more generally:
Tomakomai – paper manufacture, oil refining providing not only jobs but also civic pride?
Aberdeen – North Sea oil and gas, again source of employment and economic/infrastructural benefit and
also identity?

Oji Eagles – Tomakomai ice hockey
team established and supported by
paper industry

Argyll – Scottish Association for Marine Science (experiment lead) as major local institute regularly carrying
out research in marine environment.

Familiarity with subsea and industrial processes, perception of
operators as both competent and trusted employers?
Contextualising CO2 at
QICS information day

Information poster at Ardmucknish
Bay explaining QICS CO2 release

Context of risk and benefit in marine environment
Common to all locations was the much wider awareness of both risks and benefits that
could arise from activity in the marine or coastal environment:
Ships and tsunami defences in
Tomakomai – human and natural
factors

Tomakomai – shipping, oil and gas operations, seaweed farming, tsunamis;
Aberdeen – oil and gas, fisheries, marine biodiversity;
Argyll – tourism, small-scale fisheries, renewable energy, climate change.

Gas storage in Aberdeen
Harbour, by site of 1813
Oscar sinking

Offshore CCS viewed as just one factor among many with
potential to drive change in marine environment?

Methods
Qualitative research across all sites – aim to
understand deeper contextual and value-driven views
on CO2 storage:
-in-depth interviewing on one-to-one basis;
-discussion groups with citizens/stakeholders;
-observation at information events in coastal
communities adjacent to potential CO2-related seabed
activity.

Cautions
Past positive experience no guarantee of future project success – development fatigue if
community feels it has already taken more than its ‘fair share’ of infrastructure?
What is the exact relationship between an operator and the community – is it really
mutual benefit, or rather a relationship where the community is dependent on industry
and disempowered?
Maybe cases here are ‘easy’ projects - good relationships with operators or perception of
projects as scientific trials rather than for-profit ventures. What happens when we move
to full-scale commercial CCS in more socially challenging settings?
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